Considering different country use different socket type, we provide various kinds of sockets type as
following:

German Type TZ67G

French Type TZ67F

Swiss Type TZ67CH

British Type TZ67E

Australian Type TZ67AUS

American Type TZ67U

Chinese Type TZ67CN

Universal Type TZ67C

Brazilian Type TZ67BR

This plug-in On/Off switch in a transceiver which is a Z-Wave enabled device
and is fully compatible with any Z-Wave enabled network. Z-Wave enabled devices
AC110V～230V

50Hz/60Hz

displaying the Z-Wave logo can also be used with it regardless of the manufacturer,
and ours can also be used in other manufacturer's Z-Wave enabled networks.

300W,(200W for TZ67U)

remote On/Off control of the connected load is possible with other manufacturer's
Minimum 40m in door 70m outdoor line of sight

wireless controller. Each switch is designed to act as a repeater. Repeaters
will re-transmit the RF signal to ensure that the signal is received by its intended
destination by routing the signal around obstacles and radio dead spots.

868.4MHz(EU),908.4MHZ(US),921.4MHz(AU),869MHz(RU)

The product supports Over The Air(OTA) feature for the products firmware
upgrade.

Interoperability with Z-Wave devices
A Z-Wave network can integrate devices of various classes made by different manufacturers.
The TZ67 can be incorporated into existing Z-Wave networks. The TZ67 switch can be used
to carry out inclusion,association, or exclusion.

In the front casing, there is an On/Off button with LED indicator which is used to
toggle switch on and off or carry out inclusion, exclusion, reset or association.
When first power is applied, its LED flashes on and off alternately and repeatedly
at 1-second intervals. It implies that it has not been assigned a node ID and cannot
work with Z-Wave enabled devices.
The table below lists an operation summary of basic Z-Wave functions. Please
refer to the instructions for your Z-Wave T M certificated primary controller to
access the Setup function, and to include/exclude/associate devices.
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The On/Off knob allows the user
- Turn on or off the load attached
- Include or exclude the switch from the Z-Wave system
- If the button is constantly pressed the light will be dimmed The dimming function
will also toggle constantly pressing the button the lamp module will dim either UP
or DOWN until it reaches the maximum or minimum value. The second time the
button is held down the dimming will change direction When the powerlevel reaches
either full power or min power the dimming will stop until the button has been
released and is pressed again.
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Function

Size
(Byte)

Value

Unit

Default

Description

1

Change the state
of indicator light

1

0-1

1

Default status of socket
LED is on as indicator
when the load is off

2

Memory function

1

0-1

1

Default with memory: the
socket status is same as
before when power on
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Socket Size(mm)
34

101.4

60
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